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RE: CBM-210308R1 Dissertation Request
Carry Koolbergen <C.Koolbergen@iospress.nl>
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To: Vance, Krysten E <krysten.vance@unmc.edu>

Non-UNMC email
This Message Is From an External Sender

Report Suspicious

This message came from outside your organization.

DOI: 10.3233/CBM-210308
Citation: Cancer Biomarkers [content.iospress.com], vol. 33, no. 2, pp. 219-235, 2022
Dear Krysten Vance,
We hereby grant you permission to reproduce the below mentioned material in print and electronic format
at no charge subject to the following conditions:
1.

If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has appeared in our publication with credit
or acknowledgement to another source, permission must also be sought from that source.
permission is not obtained then that material may not be included in your publication/copies.

2.

If such

Suitable acknowledgement to the source must be made, either as a footnote or in a reference list at the
end of your publication, as follows:
“Reprinted from Publication title, Vol number, Author(s), Title of article, Pages No., Copyright (Year),
with permission from IOS Press”.
“The publication is available at IOS Press through

3.

4.

http://dx.doi.org/ [dx.doi.org][insert DOI]”

This permission is granted for non-exclusive world English rights only. For other languages please
reapply separately for each one required.
Reproduction of this material is confined to the purpose for which permission is hereby given.

Yours sincerely

Carry Koolbergen (Mrs.)
Contracts, Rights & Permissions Coordinator
Not in the office on Wednesdays

IOS Press | Nieuwe Hemweg 6B, 1013 BG Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tel.: +31 (0)20 688 3355/ +31 (0) 687 0022 | c.koolbergen@iospress.nl | www.iospress.nl
[iospress.nl]
Twitter: @IOSPress_STM | Facebook: publisheriospress
View the latest IOS Press newsletter here [tiny.cc]
Confidentiality note: This e-mail may contain confidential information from IOS Press. If that is the case any disclosure,
copying, distribution or use of the contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete this e-mail and notify the sender immediately.
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From: Vance, Krysten E [mailto:krysten.vance@unmc.edu]
Sent: vrijdag 25 maart 2022 18:01
To: IOS Press Editorial <editorial@iospress.nl>
Subject: CBM-210308R1 Dissertation Request

Hello,
My name is Krysten Vance. I recently published manuscript through your journal (CBM-210308R1). I am a
graduate student, writing my dissertation now. I was planning on including some of the data from the manuscript
in my dissertation and our university requires approval from the journal for inclusion of published information.
The dissertation will be furloughed for 2 years. Please let me know if you need any further information for
permissions or if there is someone else within the journal I should contact.
Thank you!
Krysten Vance
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